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Abstrat: This paper presents a model and its semantis for the design of
embedded systems that ontain data-intensive parts suh as multimedia applia-
tions, and require adaptivity w.r.t. riteria suh as platform resoures or quality
of servie (QoS). The proposed solution relies on a ombination of: i) the repet-
itive model of omputation dediated to the design of high-performane em-
bedded systems and ii) reative ontrol features based on nite state mahines
and modes. It is dened within a framework, alled Gaspard2, that imple-
ments automati transformations that lead to various target languages, e.g.,
synhronous languages, SystemC, VHDL. The new model oers the adequate
expressive power to desribe omplex behaviors of high-performane embedded
systems. It also reoniles exeution models dediated to regular omputations
and ontrol-oriented models that rather lead to irregular omputations.
Key-words: Repetitive MoC, reative ontrol, high-performane embedded
systems, modes, design and modeling, Gaspard2
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Un modèle pour la oneption mixte de systèmes
embarqués ombinant traitement intensif de
données et ontrle
Résumé :
Ce rapport présente un modèle et sa sémantique pour la oneption de sys-
tèmes embarqués ontenant du traitement intensif de données (par exemple, les
systèmes multimédia) et exigeant une adaptation par rapport à des ritères tels
que les ressoures de plates-formes ou la qualité de servie. La solution proposée
ii repose sur une ombinaison : i) d'un modèle de alul répétitif dédié à la
oneption de systèmes embarqués à hautes performanes et ii) des notions de
ontrle réatif basées sur les mahines à états nis et les modes. Elle est dénie
dans un adre, appelé Gaspard, qui met en ÷uvre des transformations automa-
tiques vers diérents langages ibles omme les langages synhrones, SystemC
ou VHDL. Le nouveau modèle ore un pouvoir expressif intéressant pour dé-
rire des omportements omplexes des systèmes visés. Il réonilie également
les modèles d'exéution dédiés aux aluls réguliers ave les modèles orientés
ontrle qui induisent plutt des aluls irréguliers.
Mots-lés : Modèle d'exéution répétitif, ontrle réatif, systèmes embarqués
à hautes performanes, modes, oneption et modélisation, Gaspard2
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1 Introdution
Today, it is easy to observe how modern embedded systems have beome very
sophistiated and have been requiring more and more omputing resoures. This
is partiularly true for high-performane systems, whih massively adopt arhi-
teture paradigms with multiple proessors or ores. The range of onerned
appliation domains is wide: state-of-the-art multimedia appliations suh as
high-denition digital television, medial imaging, biometri data proessing,
sonar, radar, et. All these appliations are haraterized by data-intensive om-
putations, whih an be eiently ahieved with parallel implementations. On
the other hand, embedded systems usually have spei requirements that must
be imperatively dealt with during their design. Typially, for mission-ritial
systems, suh as sonar or radar, the resoure onstraints (e.g. limited memory
apaity or energy power) impose the ability to guarantee non funtional prop-
erties. In addition, the reliability of these systems neessitates the veriation
of their funtional properties. Further important requirements are adaptivity
and reongurability, whih are sometimes needed in order to make the systems
exible enough to exeute w.r.t environment and platform onstraints.
From the above observations, there is learly a need of pratial, well-founded
frameworks enabling to suitably address all mentioned aspets about the design
of embedded systems. Suh frameworks should provide designers with adequate
desription models and development tools. Here, we present a model for the
design of data-intensive and ontrol-oriented embedded systems within a frame-
work devoted to the development of high-performane system-on-hip (SoC).
High-performane system-on-hip. The inreasing integration apaity of
transistors on a single hip promotes the implementation of parallel arhitetures
on-hip. As a result, in reent years, multiproessor system-on-hip (MPSoC)
has beome mainstream for embedded systems with intensive parallel omputa-
tions. They oer very interesting omputational performanes, while reduing
power onsumption. MPSoCs onsist of platforms omposed of several proess-
ing elements, memory and I/O omponents that are interonneted by an on-
hip dediated struture (e.g. see the Tile64 arhiteture of Tilera
1
). MPSoC-
based design of embedded systems needs new development methodologies in
order to redue the omplexity of design spae exploration and to inrease the
produtivity of engineers. One solution onsists in onsidering high-level models
that are expressive enough to desribe all aspets of MPSoC systems, and asso-
iated automati transformations that rene high-level desriptions into lower
level ones. The resulting rened desriptions are usable for various purposes.
Our design environment, alled Gaspard2 [16℄, exatly relies on this solu-
tion. It adopts the model-driven engineering (MDE) approah to implement the
methodology illustrated in Figure 1. Here, an MPSoC system under design is
modeled using the OMG standard prole dediated to Modeling and Analysis
of Real-time and Embedded systems (Marte
2
). This prole extends UML with
new onepts that an be used to model the software and hardware parts as
well as the mapping of the former on the latter. Suh models ontain the useful
information that enable to address dierent design aspets: parallelism, per-
1
http://www.tilera.om .
2
www.omgmarte.org.
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Figure 1: The Gaspard2 design methodology.
formane and sheduling, et. In Gaspard2, the high-level models are rened
towards spei tehnologies: synhronous languages [1℄ for formal validation,
SystemC for simulation, OpenMP Fortran for exeution and VHDL for iruitry
synthesis. At eah level of this renement, the onepts are haraterized by
a dediated metamodel, and the transitions from one level to another are ob-
tained via automati model transformations w.r.t. orresponding metamodels.
The bakbone environment that implements this methodology is Elipse.
The design of MPSoC inGaspard2 speially relies on the repetitive model
of omputation (MoC) [3℄, whih oers a very suitable way to express and
manage dierent degrees of parallelism in a system. This MoC is inspired by
Array-Ol [3,6℄, a mixed graphial-textual domain-spei language originally
dediated to intensive signal proessing appliations. It oers an elegant way to
desribe both task parallelism and data parallelism in the appliations. Another
major advantage of the repetitive MoC is the regularity of the strutures and
omputations it desribes. This feature is protably exploited to dene eient
algorithms and ompilation tehniques towards well-known high-performane
arhitetures suh as SIMD.
Control in high-performane omputations. Let us onsider a senario
of adaptation in a last generation ellular phone. Suh a phone integrates video-
streaming appliations that provide the user with video-on-demand programs, or
television broadast. Suh appliations are data-intensive and often perform in
dierent modes in order to full their funtionality aording to various riteria:
Quality of servie (QoS) e.g., regarding image display, the following aspets are
taken into aount:
INRIA
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 modes : high vs. medium vs. low resolution, blak and white vs. olour
display, and ompression level.
 levels of quality : an interesting feature is to have "graeful" degradation
w.r.t. riteria from the multimedia appliation domain. These riteria
have to deide whether blak and white in high resolution is better than
olour in medium resolution, or whether it is preferable to have average
quality of images to avoid abrupt hanging of quality, or to keep the highest
quality.
Platform resoure onsumption. It an have quite dierent harateristis if sev-
eral algorithm versions of the funtionality are available, regarding: omputing
(in terms of WCET or CPU load), ommuniation (swithing on or o signal
ompression aording to available bandwidth), memory footprint, aess time
between main and seondary memories, and energy.
The management of the above aspets leads to the denition of an adaptation
poliy w.r.t. environment. The general goal is no matter how the environment
hanges, funtionality must be fullled, at a good level. One of the reating
modes in a phone is an inoming message, with attahed images. If the reeipt
mode involves immediate download, then it ould imply degraded video quality
in order to release some resoures. Otherwise, the reeipt an be shut o by the
user while looking at video uninterrupted and undisturbed, and resumed later.
This latter point illustrates how knowledge of the appliation state allows for
lookahead in the ontrol.
The above example gives an idea of the adaptation riteria, quality levels on
funtionality, appliation-spei aspets and resoure management poliies that
have to be dealt with during the design of high-performane embedded systems.
It partiularly motivates the need of design models ombining two basi features:
i) onepts that enable to express data-intensive omputations and ii) onepts
that oer a way to express the adaptivity w.r.t. various onstraints suh as
QoS. This paper aims at answering this demand.
Our proposition. Our ontribution is to enrih the repetitive MoC with new
onstruts that enable the expression of ontrol between dierent modes of om-
putation. An important hallenge is to preserve the regularity of the repetitive
MoC in presene of ontrol onepts (whih potentially lead to irregular om-
putations) so as to ontinue to benet from this feature for eient implemen-
tations. We dene an assoiated formal model, and in addition, we propose
strutured onstruts that take into aount hierarhy and omposition in the
ontrol extension of Gaspard2 models. This extension is inspired by reative
mode automata [5,13℄ and improves the preliminary informal suggestion of [10℄.
The dened formal model is the semanti support for reasoning during the dif-
ferent transformations (whih are not in the sope of this paper) supported by
the framework illustrated in Figure 1. The presented strutured ontrol on-
struts oer a better expressivity than in [10℄ and enable omplex yet very useful
models as illustrated in Setion 4.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 introdues
the basi design elements of the repetitive MoC by dening a orresponding
behavioral semantis. Then, Setion 3 presents the proposed extension enabling
to dene mixed data-intensive and ontrol-oriented speiations. A few illus-
trative situations are given in Setion 4, desribing some adaptivity senarios.
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Setion 5 disusses our solution w.r.t. existing works. Finally, onluding re-
marks are given in Setion 6.
2 Repetitive struture modeling
We present the design onepts of Gaspard2 and we propose an assoiated
behavioral semantis. Most of these onepts have been integrated in Marte
standard prole.
2.1 An overview of the onepts
The main data type manipulated inGaspard2 ismultidimensional array. Three
kinds of tasks are distinguished: elementary, repetitive and hierarhial tasks.
Let T denote the set of any of these kinds of tasks. The abstrat grammar
presented in Figure 2 desribes the basi speiation onepts of Gaspard2.
By onvention, the notation x : X in the grammar means that X is the type of
x, and {X} denotes a set of elements typed X .
Task ::= Interface;Body (r1)
Interface ::= i, o : {Port} (r2)
Port ::= id; type; shape (r3)
Body ::= Bodyh | Bodyr | Bodye (r4)
Bodye ::= some function (r5)
Bodyr ::= ti, to : {T iler}; (sr; Task); {Ird} (r6)
Ird ::= Connexion;
→
d ; cp (r7)
Connexion ::= pi, po : Port (r8)
T iler ::= Connexion; (F ; o;P ) (r9)
Bodyh ::= {Task}; {Connexion} (r10)
Figure 2: A grammar of Gaspard2 onepts.
All tasks share ommon features. They have the same global struture, as
desribed in rule (r1):
 an interfae dened in rule (r2) that speies input and output ports,
respetively represented by i and o. Ports are haraterized in rule (r3)
by their identier the type of reeived array elements, and the shape (i.e.
dimension) of these arrays. We denote by P and V respetively the set of
ports, and their assoiated value domain (i.e. set of arrays).
 a body (rule (r4)), whih desribes the funtion dened by the task.
The remaining rules are explained in setion 2.2. Before going through their
explanation, we have to note that there are several existing programming lan-
guages to deal with high performane, mostly for parallel sienti omputing.
The most popular is High-Performane Fortran [9℄, whih manipulates mul-
tidimensional arrays and proposes parallel loop onstruts and regular data
distributions. More reent language proposals are StreamIt [18℄ and the high-
produtivity omputing languages [12℄: Chapel, Fortress and X10. The main
objetive of these languages is to failitate the programming of next genera-
tion parallel systems and signiantly inrease the produtivity of program-
mers. They are dened upon existing programming languages, e.g. Fortran for
INRIA
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Fortress and Java for X10. They natively support the ontrol strutures of their
underlying languages.
While all above languages are dediated to programming, the Gaspard2
formalism is rather devoted to high-level modeling. Via its tiling onstrut
(see Setion 2.2.2), it oers a very elegant and powerful abstration level that
allows one to desribe the way manipulated data are aessed by omputing ele-
ments. Then, the transformation hains implemented in its design environment
automatially generate multi-target ode from high-level models. Regarding all
these aspets, the Alpha language [20℄ is very lose to Gaspard2. However, a
notable dierene is that Alpha manipulates polyhedra instead of arrays. This
leads to dierent speiation styles.
2.2 Behavioral semantis
We rst introdue some basi denitions inspired by [2℄, whih will be used to
dene the Gaspard2 model.
Denition 1 (Environment). Let P ⊂ P represents a set of ports, an environ-
ment ε assoiated with P is dened as a funtion P → V .
The set of environments assoiated with P is noted εP . A port (or a set of
ports) p taking a value v in the exeution environment ε is noted p(v) ∈ ε, or
equivalently ε(p) = v.
Denition 2 (Environment omposition). Let ε1 ∈ εP1 and ε2 ∈ εP2 denote
two environments. They are omposable i ∀p ∈ P1 ∩ P2, ε1(p) = ε2(p). Their
omposition, noted ⊕, is therefore as follows:
⊕ : εP1 × εP2 → εP1∪P2
(ε1, ε2) 7→ ε1 ∪ ε2
The behavioral semantis of a task is given by a labelled transition system
where the states onsist of tasks as follows:
C
T1
ε
−−−→ T2
where T1, T2 ∈ T , ε denotes an exeution environment of the tasks T1, T2, and
C is a ondition on T1, T2 and ε. The environment ε xes the value of ports
assoiated with T1 and T2 during a transition. The ondition C must be satised
in order to perform the transition between T1 and T2 aording to ε. For any
task T ∈ T , we denote by [[T ]] its orresponding semantis, i.e., the funtion
that transforms its inputs into its outputs. For syntatial onveniene, we use
a "dot" notation to designate sub-parts of a onept aording to the grammar
of Figure 2, e.g., if I1 denotes an interfae, we write I1.i to designate its input
ports.
2.2.1 Elementary tasks
An elementary task E (rule (r5)) informally onsists of a funtion that is ex-
euted atomially. We adopt a graphial notation slightly simplied from [3℄,
illustrated by Figure 3.
RR n° 6589
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i oE
Figure 3: An elementary task.
Denition 3 (Elementary task). Let E be an elementary task. Its behavioral
semantis within an environment ε is as follows:
ε(o) = φ(ε(i))
E
ε
−→ E
where φ = [[E.Body]] and (i, o) = E.Interface.
2.2.2 Repetitive tasks: data parallelism
A repetitive task R (rule (r6)) expresses data-parallelism. In Figure 4, T ∈ T
denotes the basi funtionality to be repliated on dierent subsets of data
obtained from the input arrays of task R. The resulting instanes of T are
assumed to be independent and shedulable following any order, even in parallel.
In rule (r6), T is denoted by Task in the task body. The attribute sr denotes the
repetition spae, whih enables to determine the number of task instantiations,
i.e., |sr|. It is dened itself as a multidimensional array. Eah dimension of this
repetition spae an be seen as a parallel loop and the shape of the repetition
spae gives the bounds of the loop indies of the nested parallel loops.
i opopi
to
F
o
P
ti :
R
T
sr
Figure 4: A repetitive task: data parallelism.
Eah task instane onsumes and produes sub-arrays, alled patterns or
tiles, whih have the same shape. They are onstruted by tilers (rule (r9)),
whih are assoiated with eah pair of ports, alled Connexion in rule (r8).
A tiler extrats (resp. stores) patterns from (resp. in) an array based on the
following information: F : tting matrix (desribing how array elements ll
patterns); o: origin of the referene pattern; and P : a paving matrix (speifying
how patterns over an array). We briey reall below the basi priniples for
pattern tting and array paving. For more details, the reader may refer to [3℄.
Given a tile, let its referene element denote the origin point from whih all
its other elements an be extrated. The tting matrix is used to determine
these elements. Their oordinates, represented by ei, are built as the sum of
the oordinates of the referene element and a linear ombination of the tting
vetors, the whole modulo the size of the array (sine arrays are toroidal) as
follows:
∀ i,0 ≤ i < s
pattern
, ei = ref + F × i mod sarray (1)
INRIA
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where s
pattern
is the shape of the pattern, s
array
is the shape of the array and
F is the tting matrix. Figure 5 illustrates the tting result for a (2, 3)-pattern
with the tiling information indiated on the same gure. The tting index-
vetor i, indiated in eah point-wise element of the pattern, varies between ( 00 )
and ( 12 ). The referene element is haraterized by index-vetor (
0
0 ).
Now, for eah repetition instane, one needs to speify the referene elements
of the input and output tiles. The referene elements of the referene repetition
are given by the origin vetor, o, of eah tiler. The referene elements of the
other repetitions are built relatively to this one. As above, their oordinates are
built as a linear ombination of the vetors of the paving matrix as follows:
∀ r,0 ≤ r < s
repetition
, refr = o + P × r mod sarray (2)
where s
repetition
is the shape of the repetition spae, P the paving matrix and
s
array
the shape of the array. The paving illustrated by Figure 5 shows how a
(2, 3)-patterns tile a (6, 6)-array. Here, the paving index-vetor r, varies between
( 00 ) and (
2
1 ).
Figure 5: Example of paving and tting senarios.
Given a repetitive task R, we denote the tiling operation on an input or
output array α of R by using the following onvention: α =
⊎
t(α
k), meaning
that α is tiled by the set of patterns {αk|k ∈ 1..|sr|}, aording to the tiler t.
This notion is extended to a set {α1, .., αj} of j input or output arrays as follows:
{α1, .., αj} =
⊎
t1..tj
(αk1)..(α
k
j ), whih is equivalent to α1 =
⊎
t1
(αk1) ∧ .. ∧ αj =⊎
tj
(αkj ). On the other hand, for short we will mean by {p}1..j the enumeration
of j patterns (p1..pj).
RR n° 6589
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Denition 4 (Repetitive task). Let R be a repetitive task with s inputs and q
outputs. Its behavioral semantis within an environment ε is as follows:
∀k ∈ 1..|sr|, {p
k
o}1..q = φ({p
k
i }1..s),
ε(i) =
⊎
ti1
..tis
(pki1)..(p
k
is
), ε(o) =
⊎
to1 ..toq
(pko1)..(p
k
oq )
R
ε
−−→ R
where φ = [[R.Body.Task]] and (i, o) = R.Interface.
Task instanes may sometimes depend on other task instanes. For example,
this happens when omputing the sum of the elements of an array by onsidering
the partial sum previously alulated at eah step. Suh a onstraint therefore
indues a total exeution order on a repetitive task.
F
P
ti :
i opopi
to
o
R
T
cp
def
→
d
sr
Figure 6: Inter-repetition dependeny.
Figure 6 illustrates a simplied notation for a repetitive task with an inter-
repetition dependeny, haraterized by rule (r7). Connexion represents the
pair of ports onneted by the dependeny link: one is an input to the repeated
task T e.g., cp, and the other is one of its outputs e.g., po. The vetor
→
d speies
the oordinates of the inter-repetition dependeny link on the repetition spae.
For eah repetition, cp denotes a new pattern value to be used as input in the
next repetition. Initially, cp holds a default value, given by def . Note that
there ould be at the same time several inter-repetition dependenies within a
repetitive task sine an instane may require values from more than one instane
to ompute its outputs. This is why rule (r6) speies a set of dependeny link
vetors {Ird}.
Denition 5 (Inter-repetition dependeny). Let R be a repetitive task with
s inputs and q outputs, where u ≤ q outputs are assoiated with an inter-
repetition dependeny link. Its behavioral semantis within an environment ε
is as follows:
∀k ∈ 1..|sr|, R.Bodyk
({pk
i
}1..s+u,{p
k
o}1..q)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ R.Body′k,
R.Bodyk+1 = R.Body
′
k,
ε(i) =
⊎
ti1
..tis
(pki1)..(p
k
is
), ε(o) =
⊎
to1 ..toq
(pko1)..(p
k
oq)
R
ε
−−→ R
where
{pko}1..q = φ({p
k
i }1..s, Body
ind(rk+Bodyk.Ird1.
→
d )
.Ird1.cp, ...,
Body
ind(rk+Bodyk.Irdu.
→
d )
.Irdu.cp),
∀l ∈ 1..u, Body′k.Irdl.cp = p
k
ol
Bodyk
({pk
i
}1..s+u,{p
k
o}1..q)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Body′k
and φ = [[R.Body.Task]], (i, o) = R.Interface, and the expression ind(rk) ∈
1..|sr| returns an index value assoiated with vetor rk.
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In the rst part, just like in Denition 4, the repetitive task R performs the
whole repetition and beomes R itself, while ε has the orresponding values for
the i and o arrays. The dierene is that, for eah repetition designated by k in
the repetition spae sr, the body R.Bodyk performs a transition into R.Body
′
k,
and the order imposed by the dependeny makes that the next R.Bodyk+1 is
the urrent R.Body′k. Note that initially in this reurrene, the input patterns
of R.Bodyk inlude the default values speied in def for eah inter-repetition
dependeny.
In the seond part of the denition, the latter transition is dened: the
repeated funtion φ is omputed, and the port value cp of the body's Ird is
updated in order to produe R.Body′k. The omputation of eah R.Body
′
k in-
stane takes into aount all patterns produed by all other instanes whih
it depends on. This is ahieved by alulating the ombination of the urrent
position-vetor rk in sr and the dependeny vetor
→
d , allowing one to retrieve
the cp values.
2.2.3 Hierarhial tasks: task parallelism
A hierarhial task is dened by an ayli dependeny graph of tasks, as illus-
trated by an example in Figure 7.
Given any two tasks T1, T2 ∈ T , their funtional omposition, denoted by
H = T1 ⊲ T2, onsists of the denition of a unidiretional data dependeny
relation from the output ports of T1 to the input ports of T2. The body of
the resulting hierarhial task H (see rule (r10)) onsists of i) the set of tasks
{T1, T2} and ii) a set of onnexions C s.t. ∀c = (pi, po) ∈ C, ∀ε ∈ εP , pi ∈
T1.o, po ∈ T2.i, ε(p1) = ε(p2).
T1
i1
T2
T3
o3
T4
o4
o2
i4a
i4b
i4c
i3a
i3b
i2a
o1b
o1a
i2b
Figure 7: Task parallelism.
Hierarhial tasks T ∈ H are obtained by ombining tasks of T pairwise
using the above omposition operation.
Denition 6 (Hierarhial task). A hierarhial task R = {T1 ⊲T
′
1; ...;Tn ⊲T
′
n}
onsists of an ayli graph of tasks, obtained by omposition. Its behavioral
semantis within a set of environments {ε1, ..., εn} is as follows:
(T1 ⊲ T
′
1)
ε1−−→(T1 ⊲ T
′
1), ..., (Tn ⊲ T
′
n)
εn−−→(Tn ⊲ T
′
n),
ε1 ... εn are omposable
{T1 ⊲ T ′1; ...; Tn ⊲ T
′
n}
ε1 ⊕ ...⊕ εn−−−−−−−−−−→{T1 ⊲ T ′1; ...; Tn ⊲ T
′
n}
where
T1
ε1−−→T1, T2
ε2−−→T2, ε1 and ε2 are omposable
(T1 ⊲ T2)
ε1 ⊕ ε2−−−−−−→(T1 ⊲ T2)
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Figure 7 illustrates situations where outputs are featured in multiple depen-
denies, and where input or outputs are not featured in any dependeny (i.e.,
they are part of the interfae of the hierarhial task).
The task resulting from the suessive omposition of several tasks forms
a hierarhial ayli graph, where nodes are tasks, and edges are labeled by
arrays exhanged between tasks through their interfae ports.
2.3 Examples
Downscaler
Vfilter
HFilter
Horizontal filter
Vertical filter
t′o
to
t”o
[(80,60,*)℄
t”i
[(320,240,*)℄
[(4)℄
[(8)℄
[(4,8)℄ [(4,4)℄[(4)℄
[(4)℄[(8)℄
ot′i :
[(4,8)℄[(640,480,*)℄
P
F
F = (1, 0)
o = (0, 0)
P = (0, 1)
[(8,8)℄[(8,8)℄
[(8)℄ [(4,4)℄
Figure 8: Example of a downsaler.
Figure 8 shows the example of a repetition of a hierarhial task, where the
sub-tasks are themselves repetitions. Here, for the sake of simpliity, only the
shape information is shown on task ports.
This model represents a downsaler, whih takes an innite array (intuitively,
a ow, whih is noted *) of images of size 640 × 480; the output is a ow of
320 × 240 images. Inside, a repetition spae of shape [(80,60,*)℄ is applied to
the hierarhial task. The input tiler t′′i aordingly extrats patterns of shape
[(8,8)℄, and the output tiler t′′o reonstruts, from patterns of shape [(4,4)℄, the
output image. The hierarhial task is instantiated a number of times given by
the repetition spae, and eah repetition involves the exeution of one instane
of horizontal lter and of one instane of vertial lter, the latter taking as input
some of the outputs of horizontal lter. Eah of them is itself a repetition, with
its own tilers and repeated funtion (respetively, Hlter and Vlter) applied
to patterns.
Beyond the modeling of system behaviors and omputations, the repeti-
tive MoC of Gaspard2 also enables to desribe purely strutural features of
a hardware arhiteture as well as the mapping of appliation funtionalities
on hardware arhitetures. Figure 9 shows how a hardware arhiteture model
representing a 16 × 16-grid of proessing units. Eah unit is omposed of a
rossbar, a memory and a MIPS proessor. Here, the inter-repetition depen-
deny link is used to express the way proessing units are inter-onneted in
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the grid. Using the same onepts, one an also represent both task alloation
and data alloation of a software appliation model (e.g. the downsaler) on
a hardware arhiteture model (e.g. the 16 × 16-grid of proessing units) [4℄.
For that, tilers are used at eah extremity of an alloation link to speify, e.g.
whih appliation task and data instanes are assoiated with whih platform
memory and proessors instanes. They enable to desribe dierent types of
regular distributions: per blok, yli or k-yli.
MIPS
Memory (1, 0)(0, 1)
n
CrossBar4 b
b
cpu
mem
e
w
n
s
s
e
ProcessingUnit
w
16x16_Grid
[(16,16)]
Figure 9: A 16× 16-grid of proessing units.
A very interesting feature of the above models is their elegant way to allow
a ompat representation of the parallelism degree inherent to a data-parallel
appliation as well as a massively parallel arhiteture, and the blok alloa-
tion of the rst on the seond. The obtained models do not suer from any
salability problem regarding the parallelism degree, ontrarily to other mod-
eling formalisms. This is a major advantage of using the repetitive model for
high-performane system speiation.
3 A reative ontrol extension
The reative ontrol modeling presented here relies on nite state mahines
desribed following the same style as the Gaspard2 task models introdued
in the previous setion. The onnetion between the ontrol and data parts
is established by implementing dierents modes for data tasks. Through this
modeling, the regularity inherent to the repetitive MoC remains preserved while
omputations beome ontrollable.
3.1 Mode tasks
oi T2
m0 m1 m2 m3
m
Figure 10: A mode task.
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A mode task expresses a hoie among several possible alternative omputa-
tions [10℄. Figure 10 illustrates suh a task, inspired by windows with multiple
tabs. It is omposed of several modes, identied by some values of an enumer-
ated data type: m0, m1, m2, ..., mk. The omputation dened by the task Tk
transforms the input data i into the output data o aording to the mode mk
determined by the input mode value m. We extend the language as follows:
Bodymt ::= {(mk , Tk) : (mode_id, Task)},∀i 6= j
⇒ Ti.Interface = Tj .Interface (r11)
Body ::= Bodymt | Bodyh | Bodyr | Bodye (r4′)
The interfae of Bodymt omprises at least an input m denoting the reeived
mode value on whih relies the hoie of the mode to exeute. All tasks Tk asso-
iated with modes mk have the same interfae, suh that: ∀Tk, Interface(Tk) =
Interface(Bodymt)\{m}.
The modes run exlusively, meaning that whenever the mode task exeutes,
only the task Tk assoiated with the seleted mode mk is omputed. This is
also the ase in mode automata [5, 13℄. It is partiularly useful when analyzing
the behavior of the mode task sine it eliminates by onstrution the risk for
possible interation between faulty and non-faulty modes, hene favoring safe
designs.
Given a olletion (m1, T1), ..., (mk, Tk) of modes and their assoiated tasks
in a mode task, we onsider an arbitrary order of evaluation to hoose the mode
to exeute: from left to right in Figure 10. The hosen mode is always the rst
enountered, whih satises the input mode value m. When two modes or more
are idential, only the rst one aording to the previous order is exeuted.
This is akin to "ase" and "math" statements in respetively the synhronous
languages Signal and Luid Synhrone [1℄.
Denition 7 (Mode task). Let M be a mode task. Its behavioral semantis
within an environment ε is as follows:
ε(m) = mk, ε(o) = φ(ε(i))
M
ε
−→ M
where φ = [[M.Body.Tk]] and i, o ∈M.Interface.
The way a mode task M interats with any other task is ditated by the
nature of its embedded tasks Tk. E.g., if Tk features an elementary task then
whenever its assoiated mode mk is seleted, M reats as an elementary task;
if Tk features a repetitive task, MT will reats as a repetitive task and so on.
Note that sine all Tk's have idential interfaes, the dierene of their nature
is not externally visible.
3.2 Transition funtions
A great advantage of introduing transition funtions in Gaspard2 is that they
an be used to dene mode values that serve to ahieve dierent omputations.
So, they are ideal ompanions of mode tasks. Figure 11 illustrates a transition
funtion in a partiular ontext, orresponding to the proposal of an automaton
omponent in Gaspard2 [10℄.
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i tfs
R
si
ti
Bodytfpi
tfc
o
to
(−1)
sr
Figure 11: A transition funtion in ontext.
i
tfc
tfs
s1 s2
i
¬i
tf
Figure 12: Simple transition funtion.
Context and interfae of a transition funtion A transition funtion is
a task dened by an interfae and a body Bodytf , that omputes, given some
inputs pi from its environment (used in the transition onditions), and a urrent
state tfc, the new value of its state tfs (resulting from the transition). Hene,
it has to be used within the ontext of a repetition, with an inter-repetition
dependeny, so that the result tfs from the previous repetition (−1) is used as
input tfc. The initial state si is given as default value. This ontext is just a
very lassial enoding of an automaton as a sequential iruit.
In order to dissoiate the mode value from the partiular oding of states
inside the body of the transition funtion, one an insert an elementary task
µ that transforms eah state value into a mode value. Here, for the sake of
simpliity, we onsider the diret oding of modes as state values. In this ontext,
the automaton performs transitions on an array of inputs, and produe an array
of state/mode values as output (see Figure 11).
We will propose further other interesting ontexts within whih transition
funtions an be used. The idea is always that a transition funtion is dened
in the sope of a repetition, and this denes the pae of its reations.
Body of a transition funtion In order to dene what transition to take
aording to the urrent state and an inoming input, we onstrut the body
Bodytf in terms of a state graph notation3, as exemplied in Figure 12, whih
is easier than a omplex onditional statement:
Bodytf ::= {(tf_id;S;Tr; si)} (r12)
S ::= {state_id | (state_id; Bodytf ; reset)} (r13)
Tr ::= {(state_id; label; state_id)} (r14)
Body ::= Bodytf | Bodymt | Bodyh | Bodyr |
Bodye (r4′′)
A body is a set of state graphs, eah of whih is a four-tuple: a name tf_id,
a set S of states, a set Tr of transitions and an initial state si. States in the
3
Even though our notation of transition funtions is very lose to that of automata, it does
not have the same meaning. It only speies a set of transitions between states. Fireable
transitions are seleted upon the values of the inputs (see Figure 12), denoting the labelling
ondition and the urrent state from whih the transitions should take plae.
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set S are either a simple state with a name state_id, or reursively, a state
graph haraterized by a triple: its name state_id, the sub-body Bodytf , and a
Boolean reset stating whether reinitialization should our when re-entering the
state. Transitions are triples with the name of the soure state, a label whih is
a Boolean expression on inputs, and the name of the destination state.
An important required property of these state graphs is that they are de-
terministi, meaning that for eah state s ∈ S, if there are several possible
transitions from s, the values of input events satisfy only one transition.
The ontrol part of a system an be desribed hierarhially. In this ase,
the state an have a sub-body. We dene its behavior in a similar way as Stat-
eCharts, Esterel and SynCharts, or Mode Automata. The interfae must
feature orresponding inputs and outputs for eah of the transition funtions,
as shown in Figure 13, where state h2 of the high-level transition funtion h has
a sub-body l, for whih the star ∗ indiated that rst is true.
h1
i1
i1
i2
¬i1
l1
¬i1
i2
l2
h
hc
lc
hs
ls
h2 = l∗
Figure 13: Hierarhial transition funtion.
Denition 8 (Hierarhial transition funtion). Let a be a hierarhial transi-
tion funtion, its semantis within an environment ε is as follows:
ε(a_id
c
) = sca ,∃(sca ; e; sda) ∈ Tra, ε(e) = tt,
(sda ; b; rst) ∈ Sa ⇒(
ε(a_id
s
) = sda , rst⇒ ε(b.tf_ids) = b.si∧
¬rst⇒ ε(b.tf_id
s
) = ε(b.tf_id
c
)
)
(sda ; b; rst) /∈ Sa ⇒ ε(a_ids) = sda
(a_id;Sa;Tra; sia)
ε
−→ (a_id;Sa; Tra; sia)
and
ε(a_id
c
) = sca ,∀(sca ; e; sda) ∈ Tra, ε(e) = ,
(sca ; b; rst) ∈ Sa ⇒
(
ε(a_id
s
) = sca , b
ε
−→ b
)
(sca ; b; rst) /∈ Sa ⇒ ε(a_ids) = sca
(a_id;Sa;Tra; sia)
ε
−→ (a_id;Sa; Tra; sia)
where
∀(s; b; rst) ∈ Sa, s 6= ε(a_ids), ε(b.tf_ids) = ε(b.tf_idc).
In the above denition, given a transition funtion a, from its urrent state
a_idc:
 either there exists a transition for whih the labelling expression e evalu-
ates to true (tt), and
 if the destination state sda has a sub-body b.tf_id, i.e. sda is of the
form (sda ; b; rst):
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* either reset is true, then the output value for b.tf_ids is the
initial state b.si;
* or not, then the output value for b.tf_ids is the input urrent
state b.tf_idc.
 otherwise, sda is simply returned;
 or, for all outgoing transitions the label expression evaluates to false (),
and the urrent state sca remains the same. Then,
 if this state sca of the transition has a sub-body b.tf_id, the transi-
tions of b.tf_id are performed in the same environment;
 otherwise, sca is simply returned.
Finally, the value of states that are not onerned by urrent transitions in the
hierarhial transition funtion remain unhanged.
Transition funtions an be also ombined so as to obtain a parallel exeution
as illustrated in Figure 14. The assoiated behavior is that all funtions make
their transitions in parallel, within the same global transition.
i2
f1c
i1 f1s
f2s
s1 s2
¬i1
f1
f2
i1
s3 s4
i2
¬i1f2c
Figure 14: Parallel transition funtion.
Denition 9 (Parallel transition funtions). Let A be a parallel transition
funtion, its semantis within an environment ε is as follows:
∀a ∈ A.Body, a
ε
−→ a
A
ε
−→ A
Parallel transition funtions may synhronize through data dependenies, the
output from the one being an input of the other. These data dependenies have
to be ayli. Of ourse, parallel and hierarhial onstrutions of transition
funtions an be ombined freely.
4 Typial design examples
The above onstruts an be now onsidered to dene behaviors or strutures
that ombine data-intensive omputations with ontrol. We propose ways of
using the transition funtions and mode tasks, whih are remarkable in that they
exhibit a behavior omparable to, e.g., mode automata or strutured hierarhial
automata.
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Mode automaton An example of useful maro onstrut is one that oers
a similar semantis to synhronous mode automata [5, 13℄. Statements repre-
senting the data intensive part are exeuted depending on the state, whih is
updated by transitions, both at the same rate or lok. In Figure 15, whih illus-
trates the phone example mentioned in Setion 1, this maro onstrut onsists
of a repetitive task RT with an inter-repetition dependeny. Here, the repeated
task is a hierarhial task HT in whih, a mode task exeutes a data-intensive
algorithm to dene the resolution of some images reeived from a soure, de-
pending on the power status in a phone. The status information is haraterized
by the output values of the transition funtion TF , dened by its state graph.
Typially, eah state of TF enodes a power level. We refer to the repeated task
as a mode transition funtion, and the enlosing repetitive task as a ontrolled
task.
F
P
ti :
def
cp
T F
T Fc
T Fs
ts
ps s
o
pii
T Fi
image
display
RT
HT
→
d
e
te
pe
o
to
po
om
m3m2m1m0
m
resolution denition
algorithm #2
im
monitor
power
soure
image
sr
Figure 15: Example of mode automaton.
Hierarhial task with parallel transition funtions Parallel automata
an be simply enoded as shown in Figure 16 by a repetitive task in whih the
mode transition funtions assoiated with eah automaton are dened at the
same hierarhial level, while sharing the same repetition spae. Hene, they
make their transitions simultaneously at eah step. This partiular pattern of
onstrution is remarkable in the sense that it is similar to the synhronous
omposition of transition funtions, with unilateral data dependenies. Here,
R
H
TF1s
T F1
e1
T F1s
i1
pe2e2
T F2
def1
T F1c
i2
i2a
T F2c T F2s
s1
s2
ts2
ts1
cp1
def2
cp2
pe1
TF2s
(-1)
(-1)
te2
te1
sr
Figure 16: Parallel transition funtions.
transition funtion TF1 performs one step at eah repetition, taking as input a
pattern from the array e1. It produes TF1s as output, whih is integrated in
the resulting array s1, and whih is also used as input by the other transition
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funtion TF2. The funtion TF2 takes another input from the array e2, and
produes TF2s in the same repetition, as TF1 beause both are in the same
repeated hierarhial task. Finally, TF2s is integrated in s2.
Mode task with hierarhial transition funtions This partiular pat-
tern of onstrution is remarkable in the sense that it is an enoding of a hierar-
hial automaton in terms of repetitive tasks, as shown in Figure 17. It behaves
similarly to hierarhial automata in reative languages [5, 13℄.
(-1)
(-1)
R
H
m0 m1 m2 m3
m
ts
TF1s s
TF1
T F2
pe
e1
TF1s
i1
im
o
to
po
def2
cp2
T F2c
T F2s
pie2
cp
def1
T F1c
te1
te2
sr
Figure 17: A hierarhy of transition funtions.
At eah step (or repetition), the upper-level automaton, haraterized by the
mode transition funtion TF1, makes a transition. This results in seleting a
mode to run within the mode task. The seleted modes are themselves automata
haraterized by the mode transition funtion TF2. They represent the lower
level automata in the global one. One an notie that both TF1 and TF2
share the same repetition spae. It means that their transitions are performed
synhronously.
Oversampled transition funtions Another original ombination is illus-
trated in Figure 18, where the automaton orresponding to transition funtion
TF2 performs a whole run at the pae of repetition Rl, during eah single step of
transition funtion TF1, whih is at the step of repetition Rh. Nested repetitions
give way to nested loks, in a form of oversampling.
In the above resulting models, ontext swithes from one mode to another,
at a given hierarhial level, are only performed between repetitions dened at
this level. Contrarily to usual exeptions, whih must be served immediately,
here one has to wait for the ompletion of the urrent repetition so as to preserve
the regularity of the repetitive exeution shema. However, thanks to the hier-
arhy of our models, ne grain ontrollability is possible by dening the swith
funtions at the suitable repetition granularity levels. For instane, onsider
a repetitive task R that transforms a set of images suh that eah repetition
instane Rk of R transforms one image from the set. The instanes Rk are
themselves repetitive tasks for whih eah instane Rkl transforms a pixel-line
from an image. Both repetition levels assoiated with Rk and Rkl an be as-
soiated with transition funtions to ontrol at the same time what algorithms
apply to a whole image and within an image, what spei algorithms apply to
a pixel-line.
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Figure 18: Oversampling transition funtions.
5 Disussion and related work
The ombination of ontrol and data-parallel features to dene high-performane
algorithms has been investigated for several years in the ontext of various
languages, e.g. Mentat [19℄, PSather [11℄, MasPar programming language [8℄.
These studies partiularly onsider ontrol parallelism that amounts to a on-
urrent exeution of dierent instrution streams. They showed that the ex-
eution performanes of parallel systems an be signiantly improved. The
onepts used to desribe ontrol in these studies are mostly the usual system-
level sheduling and synhronization mehanisms suh as fork/join instrutions,
master/slave model or monitors. In our model, ontrol is desribed in terms
of omputation modes : there are several possible ways to ompute the same
data, whih are onsidered exlusively at any time. The way data-parallel om-
putations swith from a mode to another is desribed by transition funtions.
For this purpose, a few onstruts have been identied that an be expressed
using the data-parallel onepts of Gaspard2. This limited degree of on-
trol is expressive enough to permit the modeling of both appliation-level and
arhiteture-level adaptability senarios in high-performane systems. The re-
sult ould be onsidered for either simulation or iruitry synthesis or formal
veriation.
Similar ontrol-oriented onepts have been introdued in other dataow
models to express dynami hanges or reonguration in streaming appliations
[17℄ [14℄. The solutions proposed in these studies onsist of Synhronous Data
Flow (SDF) model variants that integrate new features to speify modes. For
instane, in [17℄, authors use a spei notion alled senario to express how
the exeution is arried out in their SDF variant. A major dierene between
our Gaspard2 model and SDF variants omes from the interesting expressivity
oered by the repetitive model of omputation, whih is more suitable for the
uniform and ompat expression of the parallelism in omplex high-performane
embedded systems suh as MPSoC.
In omparison with [10℄, we have extended expressivity inside, by allowing
for parallel and hierarhial transition funtions in the body, and outside, in the
sense that our transition funtion an be used in ontexts other than the sole
automaton omponent. We have also onsidered the use of ontrol and modes
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not only at the appliation level, with swithes between dierent funtionalities,
as was the ase before, but also to represent dierent exeution modes, with
swithes between dierent implementations of the same funtionality, whih is
a way to onsider the ontrol of arhitetural aspets in the model.
Beyond the solution adopted here to desribe ontrol aspets in Gaspard2,
an alternative solution that may be also onsidered onsists in using loks. For
instane in [15℄, the authors dene a spei lok notion, alled ane lok,
whih is well adapted to speify synhronization relations in the data-parallel
languageAlpha [20℄. Ideally, suh a lok notion should be multidimensional so
as to be adequate to Gaspard2 data types. The multidimensional time model
proposed in [7℄ an therefore appear as a possible solution idea to this issue.
6 Conlusion
We have presented a model that serves, in a design environment alled Gas-
pard2, for the development of high-performane embedded systems with adapt-
ability senarios w.r.t. various aspets: QoS, platform-dependent onstraints,
et. This model ombines the repetitive model of omputation (MoC) with ideas
based on nite state mahines and modes. We formally dened the semantis of
the resulting mixed model that ould be used further for reasoning on designs.
We showed, through simple examples, that this model inreases the expressivity
in Gaspard2 while still preserving the benets of regularity of the repetitive
MoC.
The existene of transformation hains in Gaspard2, towards dierent tar-
get tehnologies (SystemC, VHDL, OpenMP Fortran and synhronous lan-
guages) oers the opportunity to exploit the new model from various view-
points in the future. In partiular, simulation and formal veriation will be
made possible via supported synhronous languages (urrently Lustre and Sig-
nal). Control an be omfortably extrated under the form of reative mode
automata that may be onsidered for behavioral simulation and formal veri-
ation by model-heking. The generation of synhronous mode automata from
Gaspard2 models onsists of the enhanement of the existing transformation
hain [21℄.
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